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Abstrat. We present the �rst determination of the Galati polarized emission at 353 GHz

by Arheops. The data were taken during the Arti night of February 7, 2002 after the balloon{

borne instrument was launhed by CNES from the Swedish Esrange base near Kiruna. In

addition to the 143 GHz and 217 GHz frequeny bands dediated to CMB studies, Arheops

had one 545 GHz and six 353 GHz bolometers mounted in three polarization sensitive pairs that

were used for Galati foreground studies. We present maps of the I,Q,U Stokes parameters

over 17 % of the sky and with a 13 armin resolution at 353 GHz (850 mirons). They show a

signi�ant Galati large sale polarized emission oherent on the longitude ranges [100, 120℄ and

[180, 200℄ deg. with a degree of polarization at the level of 4{5 %, in agreement with expetations

from starlight polarization measurements. Extrapolated to high Galati latitude, these results

indiate that interstellar dust polarized emission is the major foreground for PLANCK{HFI

CMB polarization measurement.

1 Introdution

The power spetrum of the temperature anisotropies of the Cosmi Mirowave Bakground (CMB)

have now been measured over most of the relevant angular sales (10 armin to 90 deg). However,

CMB polarization is only in its experimental infany. Theoretial preditions are rather tight for

the polarization e�et oming from the last sattering surfae. Aurate polarization measurements

are not only useful for breaking some degeneraies between osmologial parameters but also for

obtaining the gravitationnal wave bakground. For high frequeny CMB measurements the most

important foreground is ertainly the emission from Galati Interstellar Dust (ISD). Ground{based

observations of submm ISD polarization are onentrated on high angular resolution (arminute sale)

of star formation regions. Indiret evidene for large sale polarization ome from the polarization

of starlight in absorption ([4℄). Diret submm measurements are therefore highly required both for

Galati studies of the large sale oherene of the magneti �eld and in the �eld of CMB polarization,

but are rather hallenging as they require sensitivities omparable to those of CMB studies.

Arheops is an experiment designed to obtain a large sky overage in a single balloon ight. First

results on CMB anisotropies power spetrum are reported in ([2℄, [3℄). Here, we present the �rst results

on ISD polarization measurements with Arheops detailed in [1℄. Its large sky overage strategy is

optimized for �nding fairly strongly polarized soures without any bias on their loation.

2 Results

One the data are leaned, they are �ltered , alibrated and ombined aording to M = AS +N;
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M to produe maps of I, Q, and U . We hoose a pixel size of 27.5 armin,

orresponding to HEALpix ([5℄) resolution parameter n

side

= 128. In the analysis that follows we use

the measured dispersion as a measure of the noise. Pixels that have less than 100 detetor samples,

whih orrespond to 0.11 se mission integration time and a 1� I noise level of 143 �K

RJ

are blanked.

For display purposes the maps shown in the �gure are smoothed with a 1 deg beam.



Figure 1: Arheops I, Q and U maps at 353 GHz in mK

RJ

smoothed with a 1 degree Gaussian beam

entered at 30 deg from the Galati anti-enter.

The instantaneous mission I sensitivity is found to be about 48 �K

RJ

:se

1=2

. On average, the 1 �

noise per pixel of 27 armin (n

side

= 128) is found to be 82 �K

RJ

in intensity and 105 �K

RJ

in Q and

U . A statistially signi�ant polarization signal is deteted in various loations on the Galati plane.

Arheops provides the �rst large overage maps of Galati submm emission with 13 armin resolu-

tion and polarimetri apabilities at 353 GHz. We �nd that the di�use emission of the Galati plane

in the observed longitude range is polarized at the 4-5 % level exept in the viinity of the Cygnus

region. Its orientation is mostly perpendiular to the Galati plane and orthogonal, as expeted, to

the orientation of starlight polarized extintion. Some regions in the Galati plane (Gem OB1, Cas-

siopeia) show an even stronger degree of polarization in the range 10{20 %. This suggests a powerful

grain alignment mehanism throughout the interstellar medium. Our �ndings are ompatible with

models where a strong oherent magneti �eld oplanar to the Galati plane follows the spiral arms,

as observed in external Galaxies.
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